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ABSTRACT
Voluntary participation of the public in disease surveillance can be encouraged by deploying

user-friendly sample collection processes that can minimise the discomfort to the participants.

To increase sample collection throughput and reduce patient discomfort, the Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research-National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (CSIR-NEERI)

developed a non-invasive, patient-friendly saline gargle sample collection method for detecting

the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This method can also be deployed for other respiratory viruses. This

study evaluated the suitability of saline gargle-based sample collection for genomic surveillance

of SARS-CoV-2. This study included 589 SARS-CoV-2 positive samples collected using the

Gargle-based sample collection method from Nagpur city in central India from March to

December 2021. The viral RNA was isolated from saline gargle samples using an RNA release

buffer followed by SARS-CoV-2 RTPCR. The SARS-CoV-2 positive samples were subjected to

SARS-CoV-2 whole genome sequencing using the oxford nanopore technologies (ONT)

next-generation sequencing platform. Out of 589 samples, 500 samples qualified for the

SARS-CoV-2 WGS, and the SARS-CoV-2 WGS results revealed 8 different clades of

SARS-CoV-2 encompassing 37 different Pango-lineage types. Our findings indicate that

non-invasive gargle-based genomic surveillance is scalable and does not need significant

changes to the existing workflow post-sample collection. This makes it advantageous for

underdeveloped or remote areas as a reliable and high-throughput sample collection; and a

technique of choice for surveillance in post-pandemic scenarios, which can find more user

acceptance than the invasive swab-VTM sample collection method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 is an RNA virus that causes the coronavirus

disease of 2019 or COVID-19. The SARS-CoV-2 virus first appeared in Wuhan, China, in

December 2019, unleashing a pandemic that is still going strong today.[1,2] As of February 14,

2023, the number of people infected by the SARS-CoV-2 virus is more than 755 million, and the

total number of deaths is above 6.8 million [3]. These figures clearly show how harmful and

highly transmissible this virus is. The pathogenicity of the virus is significantly influenced by the

virus's genome. The SARS-CoV-2 genome is approximately 30 kb long and encodes 26

proteins [4]. Any changes in the nucleotide sequences in the genome can result in mutations

that can change the amino acid encoded and subsequently change the protein being produced.

This will result in the formation of new virus variants [5]. The significant variants of concern

identified till now are Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Omicron [6] The rate of mutation affects

the transmissibility and infectivity of the virus considerably. These adaptive mutations of the

virus can lead to the formation of new variants which may be resistant to therapy and vaccines,

thus making the control of the pandemic difficult. Therefore, timely diagnosis and genomic

surveillance are essential to monitoring potentially harmful viral variants worldwide.

To increase sample collection throughput and reduce patient discomfort, the Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research-National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (CSIR-NEERI)

developed a non-invasive, patient-friendly saline gargle sample collection method for diagnosing

SARS-CoV-2. This method can also be deployed for sample collection of other respiratory

viruses. The saline gargle sample collection method was approved to be used in India by the

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) [7]. The Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI)

approved the Industrial scaleup and kit manufacturing of the saline gargle method [8].

The saline gargle method has several advantages over conventional swab-based sample

collection methods. This method is ideal for self-collection as it is non-invasive and does not

require trained healthcare professionals for sample collection. The saline-gargle kit includes a

tube containing 5 ml of phosphate-buffered saline solution. The user must gargle with this

solution for 15 seconds followed by 15 seconds of rinsing in the mouth and then releasing the

wash in the tube with the help of a disposable collection funnel and sealing it with a

screwcapped cap. The saline gargle effectively rinses and collects the virus from the buccal

cavity and the oropharynx. The sample collected through this method is relatively free from
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR) inhibitors which is the case with viral transport medium (VTM)

swab-based sampling techniques. Nasopharyngeal / Oropharyngeal swabs (NPS / OPS) are

uncomfortable for patients; during the sample collection, the irritation may lead to sneezing and

coughing reflexes which may risk direct exposure to healthcare personnel and surrounding [9].

The saline gargle method also circumvents the need for the time-consuming and costly RNA

extraction procedure; the viral RNA from the sample can be isolated by using a one-step RNA

release buffer. The RNA release buffer is added to the collected saline gargle sample and

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes followed by heat inactivation at 98 degrees

Celsius for 6 minutes to isolate an RNA suitable for further use as a template for PCR and

Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS).

Voluntary participation of the public in disease surveillance can be encouraged by deploying

user-friendly sample collection processes that minimise the discomfort to the participants. The

simplicity and scalability of Gargle-based sample collection also make it an ideal candidate

suitable for post-pandemic disease surveillance. Although the quantitative reverse transcriptase

real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) is the gold standard for SARS-CoV-2 detection, the qRT-PCR can not

resolve between the variants of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, the WGS-based genome surveillance

of SARS-CoV-2 is required for variant-level identification. Setting up sequencing-based genomic

surveillance in low-income nations can aid in the collection of accurate surveillance data as well

as help in long-term outbreak management. However, it all boils down to what is practically

possible in that specific region or environment. For WGS the extracted RNA is converted into

cDNA and analysed using next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques. The yield and quality

of extracted RNA are therefore crucial for getting quality sequencing results. Our study

evaluated the suitability of saline gargle-based sample collection for genomic surveillance of

SARS-CoV-2. This study included 589 SARS-CoV-2 positive samples collected using the

Gargle-based sample collection method from Nagpur city in central India from March to

December 2021. The study focused on the utility of a patient-friendly sample collection method

for remote, resource-poor, and undeveloped parts of the world to perform genome surveillance

of respiratory viruses like SARS-CoV-2. Also, the study gives projections for the utility of

deploying patient-friendly, fast, and economical sample collection strategies such as saline

gargle for post-pandemic surveillance.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Data collection
The metadata of 589 SARS-CoV-2-positive patients from March to December 2021 was taken

from the Integrated Health Information Platform (IHIP) [10]. The metadata of SARS-CoV-2

positive cases includes patient details such as age, gender, qRT-PCR cycle threshold (Ct)

value, and SARS-CoV-2 variant information. The information on symptoms and vaccination

coverage of the patients was sought from the Indian council of medical research (ICMR)

COVID-19 data portal; 42.5% of patients reported being symptomatic, and 57.4% were found to

be asymptomatic. 13.4% of patients were vaccinated with Covaxin, 82.5% were vaccinated with

the Covishield vaccine, 0.7% with the Sputnik V vaccine and vaccine information was not known

for 3.1% of the patients.

2.2 Materials
The SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA was extracted using an RNA release buffer containing Tris-EDTA

and Proteinase K. Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 3 and StepOnePlus qRT-PCR machines

were utilised for qRT-PCR, cDNA synthesis, PCR tiling, and rapid barcoding. Qubit 4

Fluorometer by Thermo Fisher Scientific was used to quantify nucleic acids for quality control

(QC) of DNA libraries for Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT)-based WGS. SARS-CoV-2 WGS

was done on an Mk1C 6.3.9 and Mk1B ONT MinION sequencing platform.

2.3 Sample collection and RNA extraction
The saline gargle samples were collected as a part of a novel genome surveillance initiative

launched by the Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC) in collaboration with CSIR-NEERI,

Nagpur for the city of Nagpur from March to December 2021. Nagpur is the third largest city in

the Indian state of Maharashtra and the fourteenth largest city in India by population [11]. 589

SARS-CoV-2 positive saline gargle samples were selected for the genome surveillance study.

Overall gender distribution in the sample set was 54.8% males and 45% females. In this study,

the percentage distribution of the cases within the age groups was 0.4% (0 to <2 years), 1.4%

(2 to <5 years), 4% (5 to <15 years), 59% (15 to <50 years), 23% (50 to <65 years), and 12% (≥

65 years). The age distribution was according to the WHO Global Epidemiological Surveillance

Standards for Influenza [12]. The sample collection was carried out using a saline gargle

collection kit and the viral RNA was isolated using an RNA release buffer. The standard

operating procedure developed by CSIR-NEERI for Saline gargle-based sample collection and

one-step RNA isolation for SARS-CoV-2 detection by RTPCR and WGS is available [13]. A
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documentary on CSIR-NEERI’s Saline Gargle-based SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR detection is also

available [14]. The isolated RNA samples were used immediately or stored at -80oC till further

use.

2.4 RT-PCR for detecting SARS-CoV-2
qRT-PCR was performed for quantitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 using MBPCR255 Hi-PCR

COVID-19 Triplex Probe PCR Kit (HIMEDIA) or Meril SARS-CoV-2 kit in each sample. The

primer-probe sets in the kits specifically detect viral RNA from SARS-CoV-2. The samples with a

Ct value of ≤ 38 were considered RT-PCR positive.

2.5 SARS-CoV-2 whole genome sequencing
The isolated RNA samples of 589 SARS-CoV-2 positive samples were selected for

SARS-CoV-2 WGS. The cDNA synthesis was carried out using the TAKARA Prime Script RT

reagent kit (RR037A) [15]. The sequencing libraries were constructed by multiplex PCR tiling

according to the protocol of ONT [16]. The prepared cDNA libraries were sequenced using

MinION Mk1C or MinION Mk1B.

2.6 Bioinformatic analysis
The live base-calling was performed using the Guppyv22.10.7 base-calling algorithm integrated

into the MinION Mk1C sequencer [17]. The processed FASTQ reads from the MinION

sequencer were analysed using the bioinformatics platform COMMANDER developed by

Genotypic Technology Pvt. Ltd [18]. COMMANDER is a graphical user interface software

developed to ease bioinformatic analysis post-sequencing. The FASTA sequence and the

variant call performed by the COMMANDER pipeline were further confirmed by the web-based

Pangolin COVID-19 Lineage Assigner [19]. The metadata, including the FASTA sequence, was

submitted to the Global initiative on sharing Avian Influenza Data (GISAID), and the Indian

biological data centre (IBDC).
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3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This study has attempted to evaluate the utility of the gargle-based sample collection method for

SARS-CoV-2 genome surveillance. Ct values of qRT-PCR are inversely proportional to the viral

load in the sample. The Ct value range of samples analysed in this study was from 10 to 38

(Fig.1). The gargle-based sample collection was able to detect the virus by RT-PCR in cases

with lesser viral load; an earlier study with 250 paired samples of saline-gargle and VTM-swab

from patients revealed that gargle sample was able to detect the virus in samples with lesser

viral load (data unpublished). The gargle-based sample collection also enabled the successful

WGS of the positive samples with lesser viral loads. Generally, for a reasonably good WGS

read, the Ct value of the positive sample must be ≤25. However, the gargle-based genome

surveillance has enabled the WGS of positive samples even with a Ct value above 35, which

has a lesser viral load.

Out of 589 samples, only 500 samples qualified for the SARS-CoV-2 WGS variant calling by

enforcing the criteria of ≥70% genome coverage and sequencing coverage of ≥100X. WGS

result of the SARS-CoV-2 positive samples revealed a diverse variant profile comprising 37

different Pango-lineage types categorised into 8 different clades of SARS-CoV-2 (Fig 2). The

SARS-CoV-2 variants which had a percentage share of ≥1% in the study were AY.112 (38.8%),

B.1.617.2 (15.6%), B.1 (6.6%), AY.127(6.4%), B.1.617.1 (5.2%), AY.43 (5%), AY.122 (2.8%),

AY.100 (2.4%), AY.120 (2%), AY.112.2 (1.8%), AY.102 (1.8%), AY.75 (1.8%), AY.39 (1.4%), AY.16

(1.2%), and AY.65 (1.2%). The 8 clades as per the next clade had a respective share of 21J

(68.4%), 21A (17.2%), 20A (6.8%), 21B (5.2%), 21B (1.8%), 21K (0.20%), 20B (0.20%) and 20I

(0.20%) (Fig 2). Overall variant percentage share among the samples and variants showing

<1% percentage share is classified as other variants represented in supplementary FigureS1.

21J (Delta) is a variant of concern (VOC) Delta. This clade has spread in Europe, the Americas,

Africa, and Oceania. 21J(Delta) carries all mutations of 21A along with mutation at position

G215C. Additionally, other amino-acid mutations at ORF1a:A1306S, ORF1b:V2930L,

ORF1a:T3255I, ORF1a:T3646A, ORF1b:A1918V, and ORF7b:T40I were reported in 21J clade.

Clade 21A was first detected in India and had spike mutations L452R and P681 impacting

antibody binding. 21A has some additional mutations in spike protein at positions T19R, R158G,

T478K and D950N.
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In this study, variant AY.112 appeared as an overall dominating variant. It was also noted that

AY.112 consistently appeared with a percentage share of at least >15% throughout the period

from March to December 2021. AY.112 showed a maximum prevalence (63.2%) in September.

An interesting trend was observed in this study concerning AY.112 which started emerging in

March and progressed to appear competitively till June with B.1.617.2 and completely replaced

B.1.617.2 in July. However, B.1.617.2 reemerged in August and continued to prevail till

December. Another variant, AY.127 which first emerged in August continued to increase from

October to December showing >27% percentage share in December. A detailed month-wise

variant distribution of variants and relative percentage share is summarised in Figure 3a and
3b.

Genomic surveillance for respiratory viruses should be a regular protocol for early detection of

any new outbreak, However, this is not the case; it can be observed that genomic surveillance

performed is concentrated in some parts of the world, while in other parts, no data is being

generated. Only 45 countries of the world, accounting for only 38%, perform high-quality

genomic surveillance, while 17 countries perform moderate levels of sequencing and 31

countries perform limited genomic surveillance. About 76 countries worldwide do not provide

any genomic sequencing data for surveillance [20,21]. In many underdeveloped or low-income

countries, the collection and transport of samples, lack of facilities, the overall cost of

sequencing, etc, can lead to such outcomes. To counter the emergence of novel viral variants

and proper outbreak surveillance, appropriate techniques for sample collection, sample

processing, and sequencing techniques suitable for undeveloped regions of the world are

required. Therefore, collecting, processing, and sequencing samples from even the most remote

geographic locations and rural communities are imperative. This study comprehensively

analyses alternate low-cost techniques for remote, resource-poor, undeveloped parts of the

world to perform genomic surveillance. Also, the study has projections for post-pandemic

surveillance by deploying patient-friendly, rapid, and economical sample collection strategies.

The type of sample used and the collection technique can also significantly impact the

sequencing results. The WHO lists NPS-OPS samples, bronchoalveolar lavage, sputum, saliva,

gargles, mouthwashes, etc., as samples that can have high viral RNA content and could

potentially be used for genomic surveillance [22]. Among these, NPS are the most commonly

used specimens for diagnosis and genomic surveillance; hence considered the gold standard

collection technique. After collection, these NPS-OPSl swabs are placed in a VTM and sent for
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RNA extraction, followed by screening RT-PCR. Collecting NPS-OPS samples requires

technical expertise, which may or may not be available in many places.

It is also not practical to deploy experts to remote locations because it would be technically

challenging to frequently collect sufficient samples for diagnosis and sequencing. Improper

sample collection is also a significant problem using NPS [23]. Patient non-cooperation due to

physical discomfort often makes it difficult for even experienced personnel to collect these

samples accurately. It is important to note that the primary function of VTM had been

transportation to ensure the viability and stability of the virus for the culture of viral samples.

However, we must consider the fact that very few VTM samples sent for testing and sequencing

are getting cultured. Thus, the question arises if VTM is necessary for testing and genome

sequencing. The ability of gargle-based genome surveillance to yield quality WGS even in lower

viral load samples could be due to a lack of PCR inhibitors in the gargle medium. The

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) holds lesser interfering PCR inhibitors. On the other hand, the

routine VTM used in the OPS/NPS-based sample collection is reported to contain specific PCR

inhibitors [24]. The antibiotics present in the VTM to inhibit bacterial growth may degrade the

bacterial cells and release intracellular enzymes such as proteases and nucleases in the

medium; these enzymes could adversely impact PCR kinetics by compromising the nucleic acid

template if the cold chain is broken while transportation [25]. A study by Kirkland et. al (2020)

showed that commercially produced VTM solutions negatively influence the capacity to identify

SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza virus RNA. A study on the RNA extracted from samples collected

using commercial VTMs revealed that VTM components interfere with the PCR kinetics during

PCR while amplifying viral RNA in these samples. This study used Phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) added with 0.5% gelatin as a reference VTM and compared commercially available VTMs

with it; the findings showed that the RNA was stable in the PBS-Gelatin media for 48 hours at

room temperature, while no RNA was detectable in commercial VTMs after 48 hours at room

temperature [26]. The transport of naso-oropharyngeal swabs in VTM must be done under the

cold chain. There is a looming risk of RNA degradation due to a break in the cold chain, while it

is transported from resource-poor locations like remote or rural areas to distantly located testing

and sequencing facilities. The lack of infrastructure and technical expertise in the rural and

remote parts of the world can often lead to the loss of samples that could otherwise be used for

generating important surveillance data. Such shortfalls need to be addressed by exploring

alternatives.
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The genomic surveillance process starts with sample collection and ensuring a good quality

sample is crucial for successful genomic surveillance. Conventional sample collection methods

for respiratory viruses such as NPS/OPS, Bronchoalveolar lavage, and anterior nares swabs are

invasive techniques and thus, discourage the voluntary participation of the public in genomic

surveillance. The saline gargle sample collection is non-invasive, and patient-friendly which will

be more acceptable to the public. Gargle-based sample collection is a self-collection method

and does not require any healthcare worker for sample collection; therefore, its scalability in

resource-poor settings is better than the conventional methods. For post-pandemic monitoring,

policymakers are focusing on employing waste-water genomic surveillance; however, for

monitoring the outbreaks in remote and rural areas, and the areas that are not connected to any

wastewater network it is not a feasible option for sustained genomic surveillance. The concept

of wastewater-based SARS-CoV-2 monitoring is highly biased towards an urban set-up, which

completely ignores the rural set-up. We also propose that gargle-based genomic surveillance is

scalable and does not require significant deviations from the workflows post-sample collection,

making it suitable for post-pandemic surveillance applications. The advantage of the saline

gargle technique is the ease of sample collection and user-friendliness; patients can collect the

samples by themselves without requiring qualified technicians. The mouth rinse or gargle-based

sample collection method offers comparable results to the commonly used swab-VTM-based

sample collection method for SARS-CoV-2 detection [27,28,29]. As SARS-CoV-2 is a respiratory

virus, the gargle collection technique yields similar results to a throat swab [30]. The gargle

collection technique covers a larger surface in the buccal area and the throat, offering a better

sample consortium. This non-invasive sample collection technique can be particularly

advantageous for underdeveloped or remote areas as a reliable sample collection technique for

public surveillance in post-pandemic scenarios, which can find more user acceptance than the

invasive swab-VTM sample collection method.
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1: Monthly Ct values of the target gene of SARS-CoV-2 for Gargle-based genome

surveillance from March to December 2021

Figure2: Summary of variants and their corresponding clades found in the SARS-CoV-2 WGS

of saline gargle samples from March to December 2021

Figure 3a: Monthly occurrence of SARS-CoV-2 major variants in gargle-based genomic

surveillance from March to December 2021

Figure 3b: Percentage-wise monthly occurrence of SARS-CoV-2 major variants in gargle-based

genomic surveillance from March to December 2021

FigureS1: Overall share of SARS-CoV-2 variants identified by saline gargle based WGS for

SARS-CoV-2
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Saline Gargle SARS-CoV-2 Genome Surveillance
 (March 2021 - December 2021)

Total SARS-CoV-2 WGS samples:  500

Pangolin- Lineage Number of samples Percentage share Nextclade WHO Comment

B.1.1.7 1 0.20 20I Alpha

B.1.617.1 26 5.20 21B Kappa

AY.100 12 2.40

21J

Delta

AY.101 2 0.40
AY.102 9 1.80
AY.105 1 0.20
AY.107 1 0.20
AY.111 2 0.40
AY.112 194 38.80

AY.112.2 9 1.80
AY.120 10 2.00
AY.122 14 2.80
AY.126 1 0.20
AY.127 32 6.40
AY.129 3 0.60
AY.29.1 1 0.20
AY.33 1 0.20

AY.36.1 1 0.20
AY.39 7 1.40

AY.39.1 1 0.20
AY.4 1 0.20
AY.43 25 5.00
AY.44 3 0.60
AY.45 1 0.20
AY.65 6 1.20
AY.88 1 0.20
AY.98 1 0.20

B 3 0.60
AY.75 9 1.80 21I
AY.54 1 0.20

21A
AY.16 6 1.20
AY.13 1 0.20

B.1.617.2 78 15.60
B.1 33 6.60

20A
No CommentsB.1.36 1 0.20

B.1.1.354 1 0.20 20B

BA.1 1 0.20 21K Omicron
TOTAL 500 100
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